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CONJECTURE. If G is solvable of derived length d and ha-s exactly n 
distinct complex irreducible character degrees, then d < n. 
All groups in this paper are finite solvable of odd order. 
The object of this paper is to prove: 
THEOREM. The conjecture is true for groups of odd order. 
Actually, this paper represents an improvement of a recent result of 
Isaacs [4]. Only Section 1 of this paper presents new material. Isaacs proves 
a theorem that, when applied to solvable groups of odd order, says the 
following. Suppose that 1 = fi < ... < fn are all the distinct complex 
irreducible character degrees of G. If 4 is irreducible and #(l) = f,. , then 
the derived length of G/ker $ is bounded above by 1 or 2r - 2. In the 
present paper, we improve this bound to r. The methods do not extend 
uniformly to all groups of even order; so the even-order case is ignored here. 
Isaac’s approach depends upon rather ingenious inductive hypotheses. 
The crucial result we prove here is that if M n G and M < ker $ for 
all WI < x(l) f or an irreducible character x of G, then M’ < ker x. The 
group 5X(2,3) is an even-order counterexample to this result. The oddness 
of 1 G 1 is helpful. The proof of this result quickly reduces to the case where 
x is faithful and primitive. 
In Isaac’s paper [4], the result M” < ker x is obtained. After reducing 
to the primitive case, Isaacs observed thatF(G)/Z(G) is a completely reducible 
G-module. Using the Fong-Swan theorem [2, (72.1)], he then lifts the 
modular irreducible constituents of G upon F(G)/Z(G) to obtain characters 
of small degree. These characters force M < F(G). Thus, M” = 1; yielding 
the result M” < ker 4. 
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The approach used in this paper is more naive. Let X be a linear character 
of F(G)/Z(G). Under certain conditions, X extends to a linear character A* 
on the stabilizer in G of A. Thus, 0 = A* lG is irreducible. Thus, the degree 
0( 1) is precisely the length of the G-orbit of F(G) characters generated by A. 
If the G-orbit is short enough, we obtain e(l) < x(l). But then, M < ker 0 
for sufficient number of choices of h forces M < Z(G). Therefore, M’ = 1; 
yielding the result M’ < ker x. 
The proof of this result hinges upon finding sufficiently short orbits 
of linear characters of F(G)/Z(G). The duality of F(G)/Z(G) with its character 
group tells us to look for short orbits of G upon F(G)/Z(G). The irreducible 
constituents of G acting upon F(G)/Z(G) are all nonsingular symplectic 
spaces. Our course of action is suggested by this observation. In Section 1, 
we show that if G is a subgroup of Sp( I’) of odd order, where V is a non- 
singular space over GF(Q) for a prime 9, then G always has a relatively 
short orbit upon I’. This fact leads to the theorem of this paper. 
1. SMALL ORBITS 
We start with the following hypotheses. 
HYPOTHESES 1.1. 
(a) G is a solvable group of odd order. 
(b) k = GF(p) for an odd prime q. 
(c) V is a k[Gj-module. 
(d) g is a nonsingular symplectic form upon V Jixed by the action of G. 
We wish to prove that G has a “short” orbit in its action upon the elements 
of V# = V\(O). To be more precise, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 holds. Then, there is an orbit 
0 _C V# of G upon the elements of V# such that 
where dim V = 2n. 
I Q I 9 (4” + 1)/Z 
This theorem is not true in general. For example, Sp( V) contains a cyclic 
group of order qn + 1 that acts irreducibly, hence, semiregularly, upon V. 
Even worse, if pn = 2t - 1, then there is a generalized quaternion group Q 
of order 2t+1 acting irreducibly upon V fixing g, all of whose orbits upon 
V# are of length 2 t+l = 2(q* + 1). In a very real sense, this is the worst 
possible case and requires 1 G 1 to be even. The methods of this section 
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can be used to obtain strong constraints upon G/C,(V) if / G 1 is even or 
if q = 2. 
We shall prove the theorem by induction upon the number [ G 1 + j V I. 
Assume that G and V are given and that the theorem is valid for all values 
smaller than 1 G 1 + 1 V I. Certainly we may assume that G is faithful 
upon V. In our first step we prove: 
Step 1.3. V is irreducible. Suppose not. Choose W an irreducible 
k[G+submodule of smallest possible dimension. Now, G acts irreducibly 
upon W so that the form g is either trivial or nonsingular upon W. Assume 
that g is trivial upon W. In other words, W is a totally isotropic subspace 
of V. As such, its dimension satisfies the inequality dim W = m < n, 
since n is the dimension of a maximal totally isotropic subspace of V. Let 
9 be the set of G-orbits upon W#. Then, .Z j 0 1 = q” - 1, summed over 
0 E Y. Since q” - 1 is even, / Y j > 1. Therefore, at least one orbit 0 E Y 
satisfies I 0 1 < (q” - 1)/2 < (qn + 1)/2. 
Therefore, we may assume that g is nonsingular upon W. Since W is a 
proper nonsingular subspace, we have dim W = 2m < 2n, so that m < n. 
Applying the theorem to G upon W we find that there is an orbit 0 so that 
I Q I < (4” + 1w < w + 1w completing the proof of Step 1.3. 
Step 1.4. For any N @, G, V IN is homogeneous as a G-module. Suppose 
not. Assume that N n G and V IN = W, @ 0.. @ W, , where the Wi are 
the homogeneous components. Let H be the stabilizer in G of WI . Now, 
WI is an irreducible k[H]-module so that g is either trivial or nonsingular 
upon WI . Since g is fixed by G, and since for each j, Wj = xW, for some 
x E G, all Wj are simultaneously either nonsingular or totally isotropic. 
Assume that Wi is totally isotropic. Since V IN is completely reducible 
and Wi’ is a k[N]-module, there is a k[N]-complement Ui so that V = 
Wi’ @ Ui . In particular, Ui N V/WiL is isomorphic to Wi*, the dual 
module to Wi . We conclude that Ui is homogeneous and dim U, = dim Wi . 
Therefore, Vi = Wnti) for some permutation n of (l,..., t}. I f  Wi is totally 
isotropic, then all Wi are totally isotropic and occur in dual pairs W6 , Wmci) .
But t = [G : H] is odd. We conclude that all Wi are nonsingular. 
We apply the theorem to H upon WI . By induction, there is an H-orbit 
@ for H upon WI+ so that 1 % I < (q” + 1)/2, where dim WI = 2m. 
Let u E % so that [G : Cc(u)] = [G : H] I 4’/ / < t(q” + 1)/2. Since t > 3 
and q” > 3, qmct-1) > 2t. From here, it is easy to show that q”(qmtt-l) - t) = 
!7 mt - q”t > t - 1, so that (q” + 1)/2 > t(qm + I)/2 >, [G : Cc(u)]. This 
last number is the length of the G-orbit 0 generated by U. This proves 
Step 1.4. 
Step 1.5. F(G) is noncyclic. Suppose not. That is, assume that F = F(G) 
is a cyclic group. Since C,(F) = Z(F) = F, F is a selfcentralizing cyclic 
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subgroup of G. Further, I/ IF is homogeneous by Step 1.4. We argue now 
that V IF is actually irreducible. Let K be a finite splitting field for V IF. 
Let P=K@,IJ. Then, P=V,@..e@V,, where each Vi is an 
irreducible K[G+module. Now, all the modules Vi are nonisomorphic in 
pairs and are algebraically conjugate. Since F is cyclic and selfcentralizing 
in G, each Vi is faithful. The module Vi IF is completely reducible with 
absolutely irreducible constituents of dimension one. Let Wi be an irreducible 
constituent of Vi /r . Since Wi is faithful and F is selfcentralizing, Vi N Wi 1 G. 
Therefore, Vi IF , hence, P IF is a direct sum of nonisomorphic one- 
dimensional irreducible K[F]-modules. Thus, P and V are multiplicity 
free. We conclude that V IF is irreducible, since it is multiplicity free and 
homogeneous. 
We know that F is normal selfcentralizing and cyclic in G, and that V IF 
is irreducible. At this point, we may involve a theorem of [5]. To state 
this result, let k, be a finite field. Let Y(k,,) be the group of semilinear 
transformations of k,+. That is, y E Y(k,) means that there is a a E Aut($) 
and a x E k,,X so that for any zi E k,,+, yn = xa(v). Let J&J be those elements 
y E r($) such that there is a x E k,,x with y . z1 = xu. We may state: 
PROPOSITION 1.6 [5, Proposition 19.81. Let G act faithfully on u erector 
space V of order q”. Suppose F is a normal cyclic subgroup of G that acts 
irreducibly on V. Then, we can identify V with the additive group of fr, = 
GF(q”) in such a way that G < Y(b). Furthermore, C,(F) < .A+?($). 
Via this Proposition, we identify V with K = GF(q2n), where dim V = 2n 
and G with a subgroup of Y(K). Clearly, Co(F) = F = G n A(K). Since 
V is a nonsingular irreducible k[F]- module, it is well known that 1 F 1 divides 
qn + 1 [I, (4.3)]. Let F* be the Hall subgroup of d(K) for the odd prime 
divisors of q” + 1. Set G* = GF*. 
Next, we argue that G* splits over F*. By the Gashiitz theorem [3, 
Kapitel I, Satz 17.41, it is sufficient to prove that P* splits over P* n F* 
for ap-Sylow subgroup P* of G*. Since p f q” - 1, P* is ap-Sylow subgroup 
of Y = Y(K). But Y is split over .M = J!(K) and P* n A = P* n F*. 
Therefore, P* is split over P* n F*. We conclude that G* splits over F*. 
We may complete the proof of Step 1.5 as follows. Let H* be a com- 
plement to F* in G*. Since G*/F* N H*, H* is cyclic. For some x E JY 
and some o 6Aut(K), H* = (xu). Suppose a has order t. Then, (xu)” = 
x.u(x).....&-~(~)E~~H*. But C&F*) = 1 and F* n H* = 1, 
implying that (xu)” = 1. Therefore, x is in the kernel of the norm map 
from K to the fixed field of U. By Hilbert’s theorem 90, there is a vector 
w E V = K+ so that x = wu(w-l). But then, (xu)~ = x,(a) = ZI. This tells 
us that H* < C,,(o). We now have the following inequalities. [G : Co(v)] < 
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[G* : C,,(V)] < [G* : H*] = [F* 1 < (qn + 1)/2. The proof of Step 1.5 
is complete. 
Step 1.7. Theorem 1.2 holds. Suppose A is an abelian normal subgroup 
of G. Since V is faithful and V IA is homogeneous, A is cyclic. In particular, 
if F(G) is abelian, then it is cyclic. We have now shown that F(G) is non- 
abelian. Choose P, a subgroup of F(G), minimal with respect to being a 
nonabelian normal p-subgroup of G for some prime p. Every characteristic 
abelian subgroup of P is normal in G and, therefore, is cyclic. By a theorem 
of Hall [3, Kapitel III, Satz 13.101 and the minimality of P, we conclude 
that P is an extraspecial odd p-group of exponent p. This group P is of 
odd order p2t+1 for some t. Further, P = P/Z(P) is a nonsingular symplectic 
space of dimension 2t over GF(p). Let G,, = C,(Z(P)). Then, [G : G,] < 
p - 1 and G,, acts upon the symplectic space P fixing the symplectic form. 
SincelG,J+IPI <IG/+/ Vj,theremustbeavector%EP#sothatthe 
orbit d generated by x satisfies 1 fl/ < (p” + I)/2 or [Go : Cc,(%)] < 
(pt + 1)/2. Choose x E ff = zZ(P). Then, with H = C,O(~), we must have 
[H : C,(X)] < p. Putting these facts together we must have 
[G : G(41 < [G : GIPA : Go641 
G (P - 1) P(P” + 1x2. 
Let T = (x, Z(P)). This group is elementary abelian of order p2. Let 
U < V be an irreducible k[P]-module. Since P is extraspecial, dim U = ptm’ 
for some integer ni. Further, dim C,(X) = p+n’. Since V Ip is homogeneous 
we conclude that dim C,(x) = pt-lm” and dim V = ptm” for some integer 
m” > m’. Since V is a nonsingular symplectic space, and since p # q, 
the subspace C,(X) must be nonsingular. But p is odd, so that m” = 2m 
and dim C,(x) = 24~. 
The subspace C,(X) is invariant under the action of H = C,(X). Applying 
induction we have a vector u E C,(X)# so that the orbit 0,, of H satisfies 
1 @,,I = [H : C&J)] < (qnlz’ + 1)/2. W e now have shown that the G-orbit 
0 of u satisfies the following. 
j 0 I = [G : C,(u)] < [G : H][H : &(u)] 
< P(P - l)(pt + l)(q”‘” + 1)/4. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from the following inequality. 
LEMMA 1.8. If p and q are distinct odd primes and a > 1 is an integer, then 
PO - l)(Pa + l)(P + 1114 < (P + 1)/2. 
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Since n = ptm, we may write n = pa for some a > 1 and observe that 
pt < pa. Therefore, 
I fJ I < P(P - l)(PU + l)(q” + I)/4 < (q”P + I)/2 = (4” + 1)/2, 
by Lemma 1.8. 
The inequality of Lemma 1.8 is easiest to prove in the following form. 
LEMMA 1.9. Ifp>5undq>3,orp=3undq>5,then 
P(P - l)(PU + 1) < 2(qap + l)/(q” + I), 
foralla > 1. 
Set f (a, P) = P(P - l)(pu + 1) and g(a, P) = 2(qap + l)l(qa + 1). The 
proof of Lemma 1.9 will depend upon the following elementary Lemma. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let f,g be dz#erentiable fun&ms from [a, 00) -+ R. Assume 
that f  (a) < g(u), f’(x) < f(x), and g’(x) >, g(x) for all x 2 a. Then, f(x) < 
g(x) for all x 3 a. 
Computing, we obtain 
af/aQ = P”( P - 1) < f  (a, P>, if p>3andu>l, 
was = g(u, P)[W + ‘)l(q”” + 1)) PFl’” - II qa 1% 4/k” + 1) 
3 &, PNP - 2) Pw7a 1% !7Mn” + 1) 
> da, Ph if p>3, 433, aal. 
From these inequalities and the lemma, we obtain 
(4 f(u7 3) < &, 3)Y if q>,5 and aal, 
(b) f  (a, 5) < g(a, 5), if q>,3 and u>l. 
(1.11) 
Computing again we have 
aflap = (3~ - ~)(Pu + 1) - (P - 1) <f(a, P), if aal, p35. 
%PP = 2P” 1% a”/($ + 1) > &, P), if aal, p>5, 433. 
The lemma and (1.11) now complete the proof of Lemma 1.9. Thus, 
Step 1.7 holds by induction, completing the proof of the theorem. 
2. THE THEOREM 
We start by proving a result about primitive characters. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose G is a group of odd order and x is a primitive 
complex irreducible character of G. If M is a normal subgroup of G such that 
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M < ker y for all complex characters v of G such that q(l) < x(l), then 
M’ < ker x. 
If x(1) = 1, th en clearly, M’ < ker x. Accordingly, we assume that 
x(1) > 1. We shall prove that there is a set ‘37 of irreducible characters 9) 
of G such that q( 1) < x(l), ker cp 3 ker x, and (0 ker v)’ < ker x, where 
the intersection is over the set ‘p E V. Certainly, the existence of the set V 
will prove this theorem since M’ < (n ker p))’ < ker x. 
For each F E %, ker v I ker x. Therefore, the set % is a set of characters 
of G/ker x. Therefore, we may assume that ker x = 1. 
Now, let V be the set of all irreducible characters v of G such that 
v( 1) < x( 1). Let N = 0 ker v as v runs over %?. Since M < N, it is sufficient 
to prove that N’ = 1. 
Since x(l) # 1 and x is primitive, F(G) must be nonabelian. By [4, 
Theorem 21 V = F(G)/Z(G) is a completely reducible G-module. Let 
T/Z(G) be any irreducible submodule of V. We shall prove now that 
NnT<Z(G). 
By the minimal choice of T, we must have Z(T) = T or Z(G). But since 
x is primitive and faithful, and T $ Z(G), we conclude that Z(T) = Z(G). 
The module T/Z(G) is endowed with a nonsingular symplectic form fixed 
by the action of G. Thus, T has order qzn 1 Z(G)/ for an integer n 3 1 and 
an odd prime q. The primitivity of x tells us that x jr = up where p is 
irreducible and ~(1) = q”. 
Let C’s = C,(T). If X is a subset of G, we let 1 denote its image in 
G = G/C, . By [4, Theorem 21, we have C,(T/Z(G)) = C,,T, where 
C’s n T = Z(G). Let C = C,(T/Z(G)). Then, C = T so that C N T/Z(G) 
as a G-module. We conclude from the irreducibility of G upon C that 
C is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and O,(G) = C. In particular, 
if v is any character of G that is nontrivial upon C, then v is faithful upon G. 
Viewed as a character of G, we must have ker y = C, . We shall now 
manufacture such a character v of small degree. 
Since C N T/Z(G) as a G-module, C is endowed with a nonsingular 
symplectic form given by the commutator map upon T. Applying Theorem 
1.2, we conclude that there is a G-orbit 0* of elements of C such that 
1 -=c I u* I < (P + I)/2 -=l q”, 
since / C 1 = [T : Z(G)] = qzn. 
Let /1 be the group of linear characters of C. Now, G acts upon fl by 
P(y) = X(qE-l), XEA, XEG, yet?. 
The form upon C tells us that the action of G upon C is self dual. Therefore, 
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as permutation modules, C and A are isomorphic. In particular, there is 
an orbit 0 of characters from A with 
j 0 / = / O* / < 4”. 
Fix h E 0. Since j 0 / > 1, h is nontrivial. 
Since C = O,(G) = F(G), there is a subgroup s such that G = SC 
and ,!? n C = 1. The stabilizer in G of h is Ge = SaC, where $, is the 
stabilizer in S of A. Let Cr be the kernel of h upon ci. Since $, is trivial -- 
upon A, &, centralizes the section C/C, . Therefore, 
--- -- 
Go/C1 = s,c/c, ru so x (C/C,). 
Thus, h extends to a linear character A* upon Ga = S,,C. Inducing A* 
to G gives an irreducible character q~ = A* Ic of G. By our previous remarks, 
y is a character of G with kernel C,, . Further, ~(1) = [G : Ga] = i 0 I < q”. 
Therefore, q(1) < qn < aq” = X( I). 
We now have N < ker 9 = C,, . Therefore, iV n T < C, n T = Z(G). 
This containment holds for any irreducible submodule T/Z(G) of V. Thus, 
N nF(G) < Z(G). Since N is normal in G, we conclude that N < Z(G). 
Therefore, M’ < N’ = 1 < ker x, as was to be proven. 
We may now state an improvement of Isaacs’ [4, Theorem 61 for groups 
of odd order. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose G is solvable of odd order. Assume that x is a 
complex irreducible character of G. If M is a normal subgroup of G such that 
M < ker # for all complex characters 4 of G such that #(l) < x(l), then 
M’ < ker X. 
The proof here is similar to that given by Isaacs. We may choose a sub- 
group H of G and a primitive character 0 of H so that 0 jG = x. Then, 
x(l) = B(l)[G : H]. L e v be any character of H such that V( 1) < e(l). t 
Set II, = Y lG so that #(l) = Y l”(l) = v(l)[G : H] < B(l)[G : H] = x(l). 
Then, M < ker z,A so certainly M < H and M < ker v. By Theorem 2.1, 
we must have M’ < ker 8. Since M’ is normal in G, M’ < ker tJ lG = ker X. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
We may now prove: 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose 1 = fi < fi < ... < fn are all the distinct 
complex irreducible character degrees of G, a solvable group of odd order. If 
x is irreducible of degree f,. and G/ker x has derived length d, then d < r. 
We use induction upon r. If r = 1, then x is linear so that G/ker x is 
abelian. We have d = 1 < 1 = r. Hence, assume that r > 1 and the 
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theorem is valid for smaller values of r. Let h4 = n ker 4, where the inter- 
section is over all characters I/ with 1,4(l) < x(l). Observe that G/M embeds 
isomorphically into the direct product ITX(G/ker $) over all irreducible # 
with #(l) < x( 1). In particular, we may choose an irreducible 4 with 
4(l) < x(1) such that G/ker # and G/M have the same derived length, 
do. Now, #(l) = fs for s < r, so that by induction, do < s < Y. The derived 
length of G/M’ is d*, where d* < do + 1 < s + 1 < Y. Since G/ker x 
is a homomorphic image of G/M’ (M’ < ker x by Theorem 2.2), the derived 
length d of G/ker x satisfies 
This concludes the proof. 
As a corollary, we obtain our Main Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. If G is solvable of odd order, has derived length d, and has 
exactly n distinct complex irreducible character degrees, then d < n. 
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